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As a specialist in Japanese medieval history, I have visited 
Kyoto for academic meetings, for research, or for other scholarly 
activities many times, but until a few months ago I had never 
imagined that I would come to live here. This ancient capital, 
with its countless ancient temples and shrines that date back 
centuries, is an ideal place for a scholar of medieval history. 
Having been appointed assistant professor at Nichibunken as 
of October 2016, I am determined to make the most of the 
opportunity to be in this environment.
    The main topic of my research is Japan’s medieval-age ikki. 
The image of ikki tends to be strongly associated with peasant 
uprisings, but that image properly belongs only to the Edo 
period. The ikki were groups of members all equal in status, 
who united to achieve a certain objective. In medieval times, 
ikki groups were formed almost every part of the country and 
in every strata of society.
    In my doctoral dissertation, I critiqued widely accepted views 
emphasizing the magical aspects of the ikki (as mystically 
inspired groups based on religious beliefs) through study of 
primary documents, mainly the contracts (ikki keijō) signed 
when an ikki was formed. At Nichibunken, with its emphasis 
on international and interdisciplinary research, I plan to expand 
my research horizons, comparing Japan’s ikki with societies, 
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a new model built around offers put out by the company. 
All three of these organizations carried out corporate IR 
that was well suited to the needs of Japan and people of 
the times.
    The question of how to assimilate these companies’ 
approaches to marketing into our own activities is one 
that can best be answered by the close study of the 
companies’ histories. I believe that a study of this kind 
will provide many insights on how a research institution 
can continue to renew itself as an organization. It also 
represents a study of Japanese culture and history itself, 
and will therefore help to develop the kind of IR that is 
distinctive to Nichibunken.
















The title of the Kojiki can also be read in Japanese as furu-koto-
bumi, or “writings about ancient matters”—a record, in other 
words, of ancient matters or affairs. But the Japanese word koto 
has a double meaning, referring not only to “matters” or “affairs” 
but also to language, as in the common word kotoba, meaning 
“language” or “words.” Often in the Kojiki, these two senses are 
blended together. For example, the deity Koto-shiro-nushi-no-
kami has a name that means “the deity who speaks for language,” 
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associations, and other social groups in various countries of the 
world and engaging in collaborative research with scholars in 
Japanese literature, folklore studies, and other fields.
    In an era when the old order and established values were 
crumbling, the ikki emerged as people explored new forms of 
association to respond to the major changes taking place in their 
lives. Today, too, is a time of violent change where conventional 
forms of association are on the decline while new forms of social 
networking are being rapidly built via the Internet. The study 
of ikki could be of great use, I would say, in considering what 
connects people in modern society.
At the 303rd Nichibunken Forum (September 13, 2016) the author gave a talk with the title: 
“Metamorphosing Yamato: Thinking on the ‘Emperor’ in the Kojiki.”
第 303 回 日文研フォーラムの様子（2016 年 9 月13日）
筆者による「変容するヤマト ――『古事記』の「天皇」を考える」と題した講演が行われた。
